At Ocean Drive Limousines & Transportation our priority remains with the safety
and well-being of all passengers onboard. We understand travel can seem a bit
different during these times, yet we want to ensure peace of mind for those who
ride with us currently and in the near future. We have implemented several
guidelines recommended by the CDC along with added sanitation procedures.
For Airport Transfers we have suggested curbside request for those
passengers that do not require luggage assistance, this service ensures a
swift pick up with minimal contact. Traditional meet and greet service
remains standard along with any airport greeters required for group travel.
Our chauffeurs are required to wear face mask for everyone’s safety. We
kindly ask that we all practice social distancing when possible and
recommend when traveling with larger groups we reduce the current
vehicle capacity by 50%. Your chauffeurs will continue to assist with
opening and closing of the vehicle doors along with assistance of any
bags or luggage. If you wish to decline the handling of your items, you
can simply advise.
Complimentary amenity care kits are available onboard, each kit
includes a face mask, a pair of disposable gloves, antibacterial wipe
and hand sanitizer. These kits help us create a safer experience
for everyone.
We have increased our daily vehicle sanitation protocol to
include multiple vehicle disinfecting between all passenger
changes. This includes, but is not limited to, all handles, power
switches and door storage areas, windows, cup holders, and
as it applies to children, car seats.
Along with our disinfectant sanitation wipes we are adding
an extra layer of protection by utilizing Vitula Biocide, the safest
and most effective EPA Approved, non-toxic hospital grade
disinfectant which has been certiﬁed by the CDC for use against
SARS-CoV-2, the coronavirus that causes COVID-19 that will be the
most effective method in sanitizing our vehicles on a daily basis.
Data Sheet available upon request.
By implementing these added measures, we continue to provide the
upmost professional service we have know to do for the past two
decades. We are here to assist you, should you require any further
information or would like to submit a special request, please feel free to
contact us!
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